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MOLECULAR GENETICS AT GEOTHERMAL TEMPERATURES 
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Project Description 
 
 A group of unusual micro-organisms called hyperthermophilic archaea thrive in 
geothermal environments at temperatures that kill all well-studied organisms.  These 
prokaryotes represent a source of extremely thermostable enzymes for biotechnology, 
and molecular clues regarding the early evolution of cellular life.  The Grogan lab has 
developed genetic techniques for one of these species and is using them to investigate 
cellular function under extreme conditions (see 
www.biology.uc.edu/faculty/grogan/grog.htm).  A WISE participant would contribute to 
one or more projects that investigate various molecular-genetic processes in Sulfolobus 
acidocaldarius.  Depending on the project, the experimental techniques would include 
DNA purification and analysis, PCR, genetic selections for mutants or recombinants, 
biochemical and genetic assays, cloning, and related techniques. 
 
Genetic Recombination 
Homologous recombination in S. acidocaldarius exhibits unusual properties that suggest 
an abundance of non-reciprocal events. 
Questions: 
 Does circular DNA recombine into the S. acidocaldarius chromosome? 
 Is the process more efficient with a “gapped circle” than with an intact circle? 
 
Genetic Fidelity 
Replication of the S. acidocaldarius chromosome appears to be extremely accurate, but 
this has not been confirmed for a plasmid that replicates in this species. 
Questions: 
 What kind of mutations occur spontaneously in Sulfolobus plasmids? 
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 How do these replication errors compare to those seen in chromosomal genes? 
 
Genetic Engineering 
Availability of the complete genome sequence of Sulfolobus acidocaldarius creates the 
opportunity to clone and disrupt specific genes, and thereby determine their biological 
functions.  However, this process has been difficult using conventional recombinant DNA 
approaches, so new methods should be tested. 
 
 
 


